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Abstract— Reaching and performing operations on overhead
power line cables is challenging and mainly carried out by
helicopters or foot patrol. This paper proposes a light-weight
and low-cost drone platform for detecting overhead cables to
autonomously grasp them through an integrated soft gripper.
The cable detection system utilizes a pair of solid-state LiDARs
with differing field-of-views and a small onboard companion
computer to detect 38mm cables while maintaining accurate
alignment to perform grasping. A full drone airframe with a
soft gripper has been designed, analyzed and manufactured to
serve this work. A set of algorithms and software tools have
been developed to accomplish an autonomous drone mission to
reach a cable. The overall drone system (LOCATOR) has been
tested and validated in simulation and verified in an outdoor
setup that reflects the real power line infrastructure.

I. INTRODUCTION

Several million kilometers of overhead power lines around
the world need to be inspected and monitored thoroughly and
regularly to ensure a healthy and operational power grid. Re-
cently, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), so called Drones,
were introduced at utility companies to inspect their assets.
When compared to the traditional (and current) method using
helicopters [1], the multicopter Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) has the ability to fly within close proximity of power
lines and provide qualitative results about cable conditions.
However, there are a number of challenging operations
that require physical contact with the power line cables to
collect data or interact with objects. For instance, mounting
sensors and diverters, fastening screws, removing debris or
checking the cables and insulators material conditions. These
operations often require the utility companies to interrupt
their operations by shutting down sections of the power grid
to reach the cables, which can introduce significant costs [2].

Recently, researchers have started investigating various
drone solutions to inspect and maintain the power grid.
However, few works addressed drone-cable interactions. To
the best of our knowledge, only the work in [3] and [4] have
developed and demonstrated drone platforms to detect power
line cables and semi-autonomously land and crawl along
them. The platforms rely on off-the-shelf airframes com-
bined with vision/LiDAR sensors and a powerful companion
computer to detect and ”land” on cables semi-autonomously.
These platforms accomplished their mission effectively, how-
ever, they remain physically and computationally heavy. Fur-
thermore, building these platforms is economically expensive
and there is a high chance that the drone could get stuck

Fig. 1. LOCATOR verification in simulation (Gazebo) and outdoors on an
overhead power cable analog (ODE airport)

on the cable if the system fails to take off. Hence, there
is a great need to design a light-weight drone platform
that can detect and ”grasp” on overhead cables to support
the inspection demands in a cost-effective way, which will
be the scope of this work. Electrical and electromagnetic
interference challenges were not considered in this work.

We propose a custom-built drone platform with a top
integrated soft gripper to detect and grasp on overhead
lines autonomously. Fig. 1 shows LOCATOR it a simulation
environment and while attaching to a high-voltage cable
analog in an outdoor environment. LOCATOR is developed
using open-source hardware and software components with
modern sensors to reduce the overall costs and development
efforts. By using a lightweight physical- and computational
system, paired modern low-cost sensors, LOCATOR aims
toward frequent cable inspection operations, but also long
endurance flights while being safe to detach from the cable.
The main contributions of the work are:

1) Design of a light-weight airframe with a soft gripper
to facilitate grasping on overhead cables.

2) Development of a cable tracking model based on a pair
of low-cost solid-state LiDARs.

3) Implementation of an autonomous drone control sys-
tem to grasp on a cable.

4) Simulation environment that mimics the powerline
cables and the developed drone platform for testing
and verification.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Sec. II shows
the proposed drone platform. Sec. III explains the developed
soft gripper. Sec. IV presents the autonomous system and
Sec. V shows the experimental results to validate the drone
system.



II. DRONE PLATFORM

This section introduces the design considerations behind
the design and development of the drone platform.

A. Airframe

The frame was designed to be lightweight and have
easy integration of the peripherals. Carbon fiber plates were
designed to be the main contributor to stiffness throughout
the frame. 3D printed Polylactic Acid (PLA) mounts for the
foldable arms and aluminium threaded standoffs distribute
the forces between the plates forming an efficient load cou-
ple, which was found by Campbell [5] to increase the flexural
rigidity by more than 30 times compared to a single plate.
Canata, et al. [6] found datasets from LiDAR technology to
have an increased standard deviation at increased vibration
levels, with peaks at coinciding natural frequencies where
oscillations occur. For the drone, the front mounted LiDAR
sensor was placed as an overhang from the single top plate,
making the composition of the laminate crucial. In NASA’s
Vibration of Plates [7], Rayleigh’s method was used to
determine the angular velocity term seen in eq. 1 assuming
plane isotropic behaviour and a cantilevered plate as in the
drone.

ω =
√

π4 ∗D
a4 ∗ ρ ∗ 0.0313

0.2268
(1)

Where a = length of free side, ρ = mass per unit area of
the plate and D = flexural rigidity expressed as:

D = E ∗ t3
12 ∗ (1 − ν2) (2)

Where E=Young’s modulus, t= Plate thickness and ν=
Poisson’s ratio. With an objective of increasing the angular
velocity (and hereby the natural frequency of the plate),
the material stiffness (Young’s modulus) and geometrical
stiffness through plate thickness and free side length was
of importance. The free side length was lowered as much
as possible in the design. The thickness of the plate would
introduce more volume and an increase in mass which
was not desired. The material selection objective was then
maximization of fiber stiffness. Therefore, the carbon fiber
plate was designed using Toray M55J high modulus pitch-
based carbon fibers, which have superior stiffness properties
to PAN-based fibers.

The composite layup was defined from 12 unidirectional
plies. Since the carbon fiber plates experience bending in
two directions, a survey with the objective for near-isotropic
plane properties (Ex = Ey) was conducted. The survey
assumed a fixed plate thickness and four plies in each of
three possible fiber orientations (0○, 45○, 90○), where 0○

correlate to the x-direction (and drone heading in local
coordinate system). By adjusting how much the four plies
of each angle contribute to the total laminate thickness, the
directional bending stiffness was calculated for each laminate
in 66 different scenarios (10% increments). The method
used classical laminate theory to determine Q-bars before
calculating the laminate compliance matrix and thus the

inverse of the compliance matrix equals the stiffness matrix
[8]. From the dataset five possible layups was proposed. As
seen in fig. 2, an equal amount of fibers in the 0○ and 90○

directions equals plane-isotropy and an increase in +-45○

fibers sacrifice bending stiffness to increase torsional stiffness
(Gxy).

Fig. 2. Survey highlighted results

By comparing layup 1 to 3 the torsional stiffness was
increased by 13 times meanwhile the bending stiffness was
only reduced by 0.25 times. The final design determined
option 3 as the most suitable for this application. After man-
ufacturing by vacuum infusion, the cured laminate thickness
measured 2 mm. The frame including landing gear has a
total mass of 160 grams.

The flight-train was designed using 2507 1200 kv motors,
20A ESCs and 6,5 inch 3-blade foldable propellers. The
choice of foldable propellers was based on the setup which
has the highest efficiency at the higher RPM-range. Since the
propeller of the multicopter is pointing ”upwards” in forward
flight the advancing blade meeting the air at significantly
higher velocity compared to the retreating blade. Foldable
propellers were found to give the blade freedom to lag or
lead while spinning, which induces a natural balance in the
propeller.

B. Hardware Platform

Fig. 3 shows an overview of the hardware system. The
drone electronics system consists of a Pixhawk Cube 2.1 [9]
that works as a Low Level Flight Controller (LLFC). Pix-
hawk receives control commands from the remote control
receiver (X8R) for manual control or from a Companion
Computer (CC) that works as a high-level flight controller
for running the autonomous operation. The chosen CC is
a Raspberry Pi (RPi) model 3B+. In addition, an altitude
sensor (Garmin Lidar-Lite) is connected with the LLFC for
vertical distance measure. The CC combined a pair of solid-
state LiDARs for tracking the cables.

Two solid-state LiDARs manufactured by Leddartech,
were chosen for the platform, using the 8-segments VU8



Fig. 3. Hardware overview

sensor [10] in the 48○- and 100○ Field of View (FOV),
Denoted as VU48 & VU100 respectively. Two different FOV
ranges were chosen to provide a balance between detection
distance and width, with the VU48 detecting a Ø38mm cable
at a maximum of 5m while the VU100 achieving a maximum
distance of 2m cost of an increased FOV.

The companion computer receives the LiDARs data and
fuses them to calculate the relative cable distance between
the drone and the cable (detailed in sec. IV). The CC also
interacts with the servo motor for actuating the gripper and
uses the microswitch of the gripper as a feedback signal to
stop the motor (expanded in sec. III).

After integrating all of the aforementioned components,
the full drone system is assembled and shown in Fig. 4. The
drone has a total mass of 1445 g. The payload capacity was
neither exceeded nor higher than the overall system weight.
The drone system has a total cost below $ 1.900,-.

Fig. 4. Mass testing the system

C. Software Architecture

To control the drone, the CC was set up with the Ubuntu
Mate 18.04 image and configured with Robot Operating Sys-
tem (ROS) [11] Melodic as the foundation. The MAVROS
package was used to provide the message broking between
the PX4 flight stack and autonomy framework, with the
MAVROS extras package also being installed to provide an
interfacing topic from the LidarLite.

The topology of the autonomy framework can be seen in
fig. 5, where the system can be divided into six categories.
Firstly, the peripheral nodes (VU8 SDK, MAVROS, Gripper
Node), are responsible for interfacing the framework with
the LLFC, gripper and LiDAR sensors. The Leddartech SDK
V4.0 was utilized and modified to allow two VU8 LiDARs to
operate simultaneously, as well as publish data as LaserScan

Fig. 5. Autonomy Framework topology, Solid lines are Control messages
and dotted lines are positional/feedback messages

ROS Message type instead of default Pointcloud2 type, due
to its smaller and simpler format. The LiDAR is sent to the
LiDAR processing node, which implements the calculations
outlined in sec. IV. To control the gripper, a node was
implemented using the pigpio library to interface with the
continuous Servo and limit switch over the CC’ GPIO pins.

The movement and position of the drone is undertaken
by the Secondary Pilots which are tasked with an individual
operation, such as loitering, takeoff/landing and aligning to
the cable. Position setpoints messages are published to the
Message Handler via ROStopics, which ensures that only a
single pilot has control of the drone at a given time, avoiding
the risk of crashing.

To operate the framework, the DroneCore node acts as a
”governing node” and has the sole purpose of monitoring
the drones state and giving permission to the secondary
pilots. Additionally, it provided the authors with a method to
manually control the drone during development. To enable
Autonomous operations, the Mission Pilot is capable of
enabling the secondary pilots to fly the drone to a desired
location, align to the power line and enable the gripper.

The autonomy framework operations were verified using
the Software-In-The-Loop (SITL) capabilities provided by
the PX4 development community was employed to test the
PX4 flight stack and CC within a simulated environment run-
ning in GazeboSim [12]. The simulated environment features
a single power line setup that mimics the location, orientation
and scale of the real-life counterpart. Furthermore, the default
iris model was modified to feature 2 rpilidar ROS sensors,
configured to operate with identical FOV to the VU48 and
VU100. A post-processing script was also added to the
leddar ros node, providing the conversion of the simulation
sensors to reflect the behavior of the VU8 LiDARS.

III. GRIPPING PLATFORM

This section introduces the gripper which has been de-
signed and manufactured for carrying the drone mass and
grasp on Ø38 mm cables.

As illustrated in fig. 6, the drivetrain for the flexible grip-
per consists of a single (1) SM-S3317S Full Rotation Servo
and a (2) low torque shaft (LT) and (3) high torque shaft
(HT) connected through a (7) worm gear. The servo delivers



Fig. 6. An exploded view of the manipulator and drivetrain. Numbers
referred to in the section below.

0,22 Nm of torque at 6V, which through a gearing increases
the output torque at HT to increase the gripper’s holding
force. The LT shaft was turned from aluminium and the HT
from stainless steel on a lathe to secure sufficient strength
while transferring the torque. Magya, et al. found lowered
efficiency in worm gear transmissions due to load-dependent
power losses [13]. Thus the gripper transmission gears was
modified with individual set-screws for optimal alignment.
The benefit of the worm configuration was achieving a high
transmission ratio at a small space, but also a back-drive lock
of the system, which protect the servo from overheating and
minimizes power-consumption. Without considering power-
losses the relation between torque output at HT (holding
force) and the servo torque at LT behaves linear. To de-
termine the most suitable ratio for the application different
gearing ratios was mapped in table 7. Since the analytical

Fig. 7. Transmission ratio relation

loading model of the system was approximate and the
material behaviour was found to be ductile, with very large
strains, the safety factor was determined as 3 [14]. The
minimum required holding force then equals 220 N per
finger. As seen in table 7 a transmission ratio of 1/20 satisfies
this constraint, but limits the closing time to 24 seconds.

(8) PLA-bushings further minimize load-dependent power
loss and protect the metal alloys from abrasion and galvanic
corrosion, which aluminium was found subject to when in
contact with epoxy based carbon composites [15].

The (4) gripper was designed as under-actuated fingers
driven by tendons. By having a positive off-set between

applied tendon force and the part neutral axis, a bending
moment is generated securing the manipulation working in
the desired direction to grasp items above itself. The end
pose of the actuated gripper is adaptable, but can be adjusted
to grasp desired objects by changing the geometry. The
geometrical stiffness (area moment of inertia) is lowered at
12 sections of 2 mm width, by lowering material thickness.
Forward kinematics was applied to model the gripper ma-
nipulation. The model consists of 12 single revolute joints
and 12 arms of equal length. End effector position and pose

Fig. 8. Forward kinematics on soft gripper

can be described, with reference to fig. 8, as a rotation of
θn followed by linear translation along xn by the length ln.
The individual joint transformation is then defined as:

T j
j−1 = Rz(θn)∗Txn(ln) =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

cosθn −sinθn 0
sinθn cosθn 0
0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
∗
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1 0 ln
0 1 0
0 0 1

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
For the end-effector frame of the 12DOF manipulation:

T 12
0 =

12

∏
n=1

T j
j−1 (3)

Using the Robot Toolbox for MATLAB1, eq. 3 was solved
and simulated to compare the end effector with the real
model as seen in fig. 9. The design of the soft-gripper was

Fig. 9. Gripper simulation vs real-life model. Note: The simulation only
illustrates end effector position, not full gripper pose.

determined as equal θ-angles and l-lengths. This secured
grasping the 38 mm overhead power line without damaging

1https://petercorke.com/toolboxes/robotics-toolbox/



it, since robots in touch with the cables has been found
damaging in previous research [16]. Also, the geometry
allows for a very large entry-gap compared to a fixed finger
gripper. The solution helps compensate any disability in
the navigation and mechanically aligns the drone with the
cable. The manufacturing parameters was optimised through
an iterative process using 3D printing. The material used
was NinjaTek Cheetah [17] and was determined based on
both mechanical properties and manufacturability, since most
TPU 3D print filaments can impose difficulties during man-
ufacture. Varying the temperature through the build (215°C-
235°C), while lowering recommended retraction distance (3
mm) and printing speed (30 mm/s) the best result was found.

The system is contained through a (9) top and bottom
baseplate. In the system a (5) microswitch is triggered by
a (6) cam on the LT to feedback the number of revolutions
to the CC. The total mass of the system is 87 grams which
mounts on top of the drone platform, allowing the drone to
approach the cable from below. By hanging the drone, the
required grasping force is lowered. The intentions of grasping
the cable from below was achieving a fail-safe solution to
release the drone from the cable in event of a failure. The
drone then has the possibility of leaving the cable and fall
safely to the ground.

IV. DETECTION AND ALIGNMENT

A. Cable Detection

This section explains post-processing of LiDAR data to
estimate the cable position in 3D space and how to align the
drone. Fig. 10 shows the drone system with a detected cable.

Fig. 10. Overview of the cable detection system

The LiDARs have different FOV (i.e., different resolutions
when an object is detected) to gain long detection range
from far and high alignment precision from near. The LiDAR
segment width LS depends on the cable distance from the
LiDAR and the segment angle. LS is calculated from eq.4.

LS = d
√
2(1 − cos(α)) (4)

Where: d is the segment length, α is the segment angle.

Fig. 11 shows the top view of two 8-segments LiDARs
(VU48 and VU100) with a cable crossing. LS1 and LS2

define the segment width of the LiDARs. {B} is the drone
body frame and {C} is the cable frame specified in the
North-East-Down (NED) coordinate system.

Fig. 11. Top view of the LiDAR segments and frames for cable tracking

B. Alignment Strategy
The alignment initiates when both VU48 and VU100

detect the cable. The strategy is as follows:
1) Rotation stage: Defining the the angular offset between

the drone {B} and the cable {C} coordinates in 2D space.
Using trigonometry, the angle ψ is calculated in eq. 5.

ψ = tan−1(L2 −L1

y
) = tan−1((n2LS2) − (n1 + 5)LS1

y
) (5)

Where (L2 − L1) is the difference between the segments
lengths of the two LiDARs and y is the distance between
them. n1, n2 are the segment numbers of VU48 and VU100,
respectively. LS1, LS2 are the LiDAR segment length (cal-
culated in eqn.4).

2) Displacement stage: This stage centers the drone under
the cable (i.e., both VU48 and VU100 central segments
detect the cable) by moving the drone laterally. This is
done by calculating the lateral displacement (D) between the
current LiDAR segment and its center. The D is calculated
in eq.6 from LiDAR VU48 due to its narrow FOV.

D = (4 − n1)LS1 (6)

Where n1 is VU48 segment number and LS1 is the segment
width.

3) System Accuracy: Due to different FOVs of the Li-
DARs, the detection accuracy changes with the distance (d)
due to the difference between the segment width (LS) and
the cable diameter (DIA). The system accuracy (Acc) is
calculated as:

Acc =
DIA − d

√
2(
√
1 − cos(α2) −

√
1 − cos(α1))

DIA
∗100%

Where α1 and α2 are VU48 and VU100 segment widths,
respectively.



C. Autonomous Mission Control

The high-level control of the drone system is designed to
utilize the PX4::OFFBOARD mode 2 to control the drone
position and attitude without the need to handle the nonlinear
dynamics of the drone. To autonomously align the drone
with the cable, a cascaded control system is implemented
[18] using three proportional–integral–derivative (PID) con-
trollers to calculate the roll, Yaw and altitude displacement
to come into proximity to the power line. Firstly, the lateral
displacement is calculated (see eq. 6) and input into the
primary PID to position the drone beneath to the cable.
A secondary altitude controller is employed to reduce the
separation between the drone and cable. When both VU48
and VU100 is capable of detecting the line, the yaw dis-
placement can be calculated using eq. 5 and passed to the
final yaw PID controller. The altitude and roll PID controllers
send positional setpoints (x,y,z) to the LLFC while the yaw
provides displacement rotation values relative to the current
heading of the drone. An overview of the control algorithm
is described is fig. 1 when the alignment system determines
that the drone is aligned and within 10cm of the cable, a
signal is sent to the gripper node to enable grasping.

Algorithm 1: High-level control algorithm
Result: Drone centered and ready to grasp on a cable
LiDAR VU48 AND VU100 is ON;
while 0.1m < Seg VU48 < 5m do

altitude INCREASE;
PID(Roll) = φ (calculated from eq. 6); if
Seg VU48 AND Seg VU100 == TRUE then

PID(Yaw) = ψ (calculated from eq. 5);
if calculated Yaw > Yaw threshold then

Yaw = PID(Yaw);
else

Recalculate Yaw;
else

Increase Yaw;
if Drone aligned AND d <= 10cm then

altitude HOLD;
Gripper ON;

else
Recalculate Roll;

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section validates the mechanical, detection, and au-
tonomous functionalities of LOCATOR.

A. Test case 1: Gripping system

Non-destructive testing of the system revealed the max-
imum holding force as 2,5 kg per finger, which translates
to a safety factor of 3,33. This was not used as a direct
comparison with the actual geometry of the power line, but
indicates the potential force of the system with a gripper
optimized for the object to grasp. The final test determined

2https://docs.px4.io/master/en/flight modes/offboard.html

Fig. 12. Non-destructive mechanical laboratory tests. Left: Drone attached
to cable analog, servo unplugged. Right: Maximum holding force measure-
ments

sufficient holding force of the drone by actuating the gripper
around a overhead cable analog as seen in fig. 12, and lastly
unplug the servo to verify locking without power.

A destructive test later determined the nylon wire as the
critical component at break. Since the tensile strength of the
nylon wire was 326 MPa the breaking force of the wire was
calculated as 255,9 N.

B. Test case 2: LiDAR distortion analysis

To verify the mechanical overhang mount for the VU48
LiDAR, a mechanical distortion test was performed. With
the drone placed 2,5m below a Ø38mm cable in a fixture,
the VU48 was configured to log data at different throttle
levels, while detecting the cable in segment 4. The remaining
segments detects the ceiling at 7,5-8m. The logging duration
was 10 seconds at a rate of 300 Hz. The LiDAR performance

Fig. 13. Boxplot with standard deviation per segment

was benchmarked with the drone unarmed in the fixture.
Post processing in Matlab then calculates mean value and
standard deviation for each of the eight LiDAR segments.
The drone was then configured to log data at 20%, 40%



and 75% throttle to replicate the mechanical vibrations while
airborne, and compare them to the benchmark results.

In fig. 13, the distance readings are normalized to visualize
the standard deviation from the same reference point. The
plot clearly illustrates coinciding standard deviation in the
different test scenarios. The behaviour illustrate outliers in
the detection of objects in all scenarios with the largest
deviation of 5 cm which was expected due to the detection
of the verification facilities ceiling. Based on the reviewed
test data the mechanical vibrations in the frame was found
not to interfere with the reliability of the LiDAR raw data.

C. Test case 3: Autonomous system

The LiDAR processing algorithms outlined in Sec. IV
were verified within GazeboSim using a world based on a
real life power line test setup (see Fig. 14). The mission pilot
was instructed to navigate the drone from its takeoff position
to a location within close proximity of the cable, where the
align pilot was instructed to perform an alignment over a
duration of 30 seconds. Once the time period was exceeded,
the drone would return to the close-proximity location and
repeat the alignment procedure. During an alignment attempt,
the drones position, LiDAR processing and PID controller
outputs were logged for analysis.

Fig. 14. Validation environment in Gazebo

Roll and Altitude verification: The system was tested
through 90 iterations using the aforementioned process, with
the system successfully aligning the drone 84 times, resulting
in a success rate of 93%. A success is categorized by the
drone maintaining alignment during the 30 second period
and ascending to a distance within 20cm of the cable. The
position of the drone relative to the cable is shown in Fig
15, where the 0,0 point of the graph represents the location
where the pilot was enabled; the red cross also represents the
position of the cable. The blue line shows the average path
of the 84 successful alignment attempts, where the drone
ascends to be within 15-20cm of the cable.

Yaw verification: Figure 16 shows the response of the PID
controller in relation the determined rotation of the cable; the
distance of the drone relative to the cable is also displayed. It
can be seen that the system attempts to align the yaw within
two meters from the cable, where the PID is sending out
corrections at a rate of 2 Hz. The accuracy of the LiDAR
calculations is also seen to increase within a closer distance

Fig. 15. Lateral and Altitude Verification from Simulation

to the cable, where it oscillates between ±10 degrees. This
is due to the limitations of the LiDAR segment width.

Fig. 16. Yaw alignment w.r.t distance to cable

D. Test case 4: Outdoor autonomous system validation

Once the system had been verified within the simulation,
it was transferred to the UAV platform and operated at
an outdoor structure situated at Hans-Christian Andersen
Airport (ODE), where multiple alignment attempts were
carried out. The weather condition during the test were
considered moderate, with a 5−7m/s crosswind and overcast
sky (as shown in Fig. 1).

The system functionality was verified through multiple
flights. The system was proven stable in OFFBOARD mode
and capable of performing an autonomous mission by taking
off, approach a predefined set point, detect the powerline and
finally notify a ready-state for initiating the align pilot.

Alignment attempts was performed, when allowed by the
weather conditions, proving the system capable of tracking
the powerline, aligning the drone and approach to reach
within 10 cm proximity (example in supplementary video
and Fig. 17). Roll and Attitude results was compared to the
simulation results identifying similar ascent profiles, however



Fig. 17. Outdoor test flight of LOCATOR. A) Starting point at which
the align pilot is enabled. B) Final position after successful alignment and
approach.

the real test transitions into larger lateral oscillations as the
drone gets closer to the line.

Since the real life drone behaviour was not modelled in
simulation but based on the 3DR Iris [19], some deviations
was expected between the simulation and real life environ-
ment. It was also observed in the outdoor test that gusts of
wind could cause the drone to increase in altitude, sometimes
in the magnitude excess of 1 meter from the desired altitude.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we proposed a novel drone system, named
LOCATOR, to locate and grasp on powerline cables. LOCA-
TOR is consisting of a soft gripper and a pair of solid-state
8-segments LiDARs mounted on the top of a custom made
airframe. The use of LiDARs with different FOV enabled
the drone to detect the cable from far while maintaining a
high accuracy near the cables. The achieved drone weight is
1445 grams with an overall cost < $ 1.9k.

Through experiments, the soft gripper was verified and
carried the weight of the drone with an acceptable safety
factor and successfully grasp on an overhead high-voltage
cable. The gripper was designed as a 12 DOF manipulator,
presented with the associated kinematics to redesign the
gripper to facilitate other tasks. The frame was optimized
for stiffness while minimizing vibration at LiDAR mounts
through a layup analysis. LOCATOR was vibration tested
at different throttle levels verifying the LiDAR data stability
when exposed to mechanical distortion. The proposed opti-
mization method can be utilized in other composite material
applications. The LiDAR system for cable detection was
successfully tested in- and outdoors and detected the cables
from 5 m distance while showing precise data when the
cables is within 10 cm distance from cable. The success rate
of the autonomous system in simulation is ≈93%.

The results from the outdoor testing successfully proves
the overall functionality of the system, but with some insta-
bilities. Due to the flight-train operating within the higher

limits of its performance, there was an overshoot when
countering wind disturbance. To resolve this, future work will
include optimising the flight-train for higher thrust outputs
and add modifications to the flight control parameters to rely
more heavily on the altitude sensor for feedback. At that
stage, the align pilot can be optimised through various PID
tuning methods and LOCATOR will be ready for integration
with other systems to perform autonomous missions.
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